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Why Purchase a Mitsubishi PW23?

PW23 Electric Walkie Pallet Truck 
4,500 - 6,000 lb. capacity

The Mitsubishi PW23 is the most controllable, 
durable and productive walkie pallet truck you 
can buy. And, it is exceptionally easy to maintain.

Unlike most other pallet trucks, the PW23 uses an
Industrial Battery instead of a battery power pack.

The Industrial Battery outlasts and outperforms 
power packs. Save yourself the pain and expense 
of replacing batteries every year.

Proven to run longer and move up to 34% more 
pallets on one charge than the competition and 
less maintenance required means lower costs.

Plus, the ergonomic design of the PW23 increases 
operator comfort and the Incredible turning 
radius, longest run times and excellent 
acceleration when loaded and unloaded help 
enhance productivity.

• Industrial Battery
• Built-in Charger
• AC Motor
• Stability Casters

Proven to Run Longer

All Standard and Included:

ORDER YOURS TODAY



The truck’s speedCONTROL can be 
set to provide a consistent travel 
speed — even if the truck is traveling 
up or down a ramp.

Extremely maneuverable and able
to pinwheel in the trailer with its
shorter chassis and 15.3% less
steering effort required

Robust, optimized load frame and 
pallet entry rollers/discs, designed to 
promote easier pallet entry, with exit 
rollers being standard.
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PARTS FAST, OR PARTS FREE
As your local Mitsubishi Lift Truck Dealer, Morrison is 
committed to providing industry leading customer 
service. The Parts Fast or Parts Free Guarantee 

ensures that your equipment is serviced quickly and 
efficiently with a 97% parts fill rate. Or its FREE.

Suited for a range of applications, the PW23 is ideal 
for low-level order picking, various transport 
applications and loading / unloading operations at 

the shipping dock. And, a variety of options are 
available to customize the walkie to individual 
application needs.

PRACTICALLY EVERY OPERATION COULD USE ONE


